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Abstract - Tailbiting trellis representations of linear 
block codes with an arbitrary sectionalization of the 
time axis are studied. A new lower bound on the max- 
imal state complexity of an arbitrary tailbiting code 
is derived. The asymptotic behavior of the derived 
bound is investigated. Some new. tailbiting represen- 
tations for linear block codes of rates R = l/c, c = 2,3, 
4 are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Tailbiting is a technique to  terminate a convolutional code 

into a block code [l]: We focus on constructions and bounds 
for sectionalized tailbiting trellises since they may have less 
complexity than non-sectionalized ones. 

We consider an (N, K, dmin) binary linear block code C with 
a generator matrix G = {r;}, i = 1, ..., K .  We say that G is 
given in tailbiting span form if it consists of rows such that 
(circular) start(r;) # start(rj) and end(r;) # end(rj), i # j, 
where start(x) and end(x ) denote the (circular) number of the 
first and the last nonzero section in the vector x, respectively. 
The i th  section of rj is active if i E [start(rj),end(rj)). The 
maximal state complexity or p-state complexity of the trellis 
is defined [2] as p = max;{log2 IA;!}, where lA;l denotes the 
number of rows where the ith section is active. 

.* 
11. LOWER BOUND ON THE STATE COMPLEXITY FOR 

TAILBITING CODES 

Theorem 1 The state complexity p of a linear (N,K,d,in) 
tailbiting code is lower-bounded by 

Moreover, if po is odd p 1 max{po,d,in(K + I ) / N  - I}. 

Denote by C = p / N  the relative trellis complexity. Then 
we have the following asymptotic behavior of 5 as N --t 00, 

C 2 8 ~ 2 ~ 1 1 { ~  [ R  - Rmax (6/0)1}, 

where 6 = dmjn/n, and R,,,(.) is the McEliece-Rodemich- 
Rumsey-Welch upper bound. 

111. SEARCH TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 

We have used the bound in Theorem 1 to find an efficient 
(in sense of state complexity) tailbiting representation for an 
(N, K) linear block code using time-invariant convolutional 
codes of rate R = l/c, c = 2,3,4, and state complexity (con- 
straint length) p. We exploit two kinds of methods to reject 
weak codes. The first one includes rules for rejecting weak 
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encoders of convolutional codes. The second one rejects those 
encoders among the accepted ones which generate poor tailbit- 
ing codes. Some search results are presented in the following 
table. 

I , \  , , ,  t 116.29.32(32-42\ i llill\ i 4445.6353.6537.7673 ’I 
Almost all codes meet the Brower-Verhoeff (BV) lower bound 
&in on the minimum distance for linear codes and achieve the 
lower bound ji on the state complexity. All presented codes 
are new best known quasi-cyclic codes. The code (111,37,26) 
is better than any previously known linear code with the same 
length and dimension, and the codes (92,46,16), (105,35,25) 
and (108,36,26) are better than any previously known codes 
with the same length and dimension. 
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